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Illustrated terrain tiles for use with the Star Wars(TM) Roleplaying GameThis product adds a new

dimension to the Star Wars Roleplaying Game and gives Gamemasters an easy-to-use and

inexpensive way to include great-looking terrain in their games. This set provides ready-to-use,

configurable terrain tiles of various shapes. Use the tiles to build your own Imperial bases, Rebel

redoubts, and fringe outposts!This terrain accessory contains six double-sided sheets of illustrated,

die-cut terrain tiles printed on heavy cardstock.
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I am so excited that Wizards Of The Coast is issuing terrain tiles for the Star Wars d20 game they

publish. Hand drawn maps just don't quite draw in your players like these beautifully illustrated and

gorgeously manufactured tiles do. Their quality is excellent, the scenes they depict are detailed and

very apt to the Star Wars universe. These terrain tiles help with all of the games I run. I have two

sets of these tiles, to enable me to setup larger campaign maps. I can't wait for them to release

more versions and scenery for these terrain tiles. Great product!See the photos I have uploaded

(above) showing what all of the tile sheets look like when you first get them.

Yes!

A good product for any number of sci fi games. My friends and I have been using for Warhammer



40k combat patrol games and I'll pick up a few more sets to allow for a full table of corridors.The

cardstock is high quality and take a beating, it's textured so as not to slide. For the price and ease of

use nothing comes close.

Not much as far as extras go, but the tiles are definitely solid- I have no worry about these getting

warped in storage. There aren't any indicators for low cover or doors like you will find on the board

for the Star Wars minis game, but as long as you're playing with someone who's a good sport it

could be used for the minis game in a pinch.One of these would be enough to build a mid-to-small

sized port or station. All of the tiles are for grates or metal platforms (no natural or wilderness tiles).

I'm satisfied with my purchase. Though, I really wished I could have seen a demo of these before

buying. I took a leap of faith in the WoTC products, and it paid off. They are really pretty well done.

Nice card stock with plenty of different sizes and designs on them. The cards are boxes, load lifters,

a TIE fighter, pits, stairs and walkways.Prior to purchasing these tiles I laminated the large maps

that come with the miniature games. I plan on using these tiles as add ons to the larger map. They

can be used independantly, but using them together just adds more playing field. I also plan on

getting some card stock and printing or drawing on them to expand my tile collection. If this product

was a tad cheaper I would have bought two, or more!

As with the Dungeon Tiles for 'Dungeons and Dragons,' the Galaxy Tiles are good and sturdy, and

you get a good amount of them for the cost; it's definitely a decent value.I personally think that some

of the tiles could have been more varied; there are many smaller tiles where the obverse side is

simply blank, which feels like a missed opportunity to add just a little bit more to what could be done

with the set as a whole.Still, as a basic starter for creating areas, you get most of what you need.

I've run several sessions using them, and my players and I think that they work great--a definite

improvement over simple, hand-drawn maps, to be sure!

Good starter tiles. I bought these as a basic set of tiles for a SW game i'm running. Although the tile

sets are a little redundant and don't have a lot of flexibility in terms of type of terrain. But they are

better than not having tiles. Maybe not worth the price but regardless a good set of tiles.

These are good for those of us GMs who are a little too lazy sometimes to, or don't always have

someone who is willing to, be map maker for the group. Plus, it makes it a bit easier to explain what



is where with these. I like them. Wish I had bought these a long time ago. You can make a quick

mock up of a room or area if you were unprepared, or even if your players got you off track and you

need to make up an area quickly. Buy these, love these!
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